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ABSTRACT 

 
In this paper, we apply the fixed point method to investigate the Hyers-Ulam stability of the Pexider functional 
equation  

 ,, ),()(=))(()( Xyxykxhyxgyxf    
in the setting of non-Archimedean Random normed spaces, where XX :  is an involution.  
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1.  INTRODUCTION 

 
The stability problem of functional equations originated from a question of Ulam (1940), concerning the 

stability of group homomorphisms. 
The stability concept that was introduced by Rassias' theorem (1978) provided a large influence to a number of 
mathematicians to develop the notion of what is known today with the term Hyers-Ulam-Rassias stability of the 
linear mapping. Since then, the stability of several functional equations has been extensively investigated by several 
mathematicians.  

Recently, stability of functional equations has been investigated by many mathematicians. They have many 
applications in information theory, physics, economic theory and social and behavior sciences. A Hyers-Ulam 
stability theorem for the quadratic functional equation  

 ),(2)(2=)()( yfxfyxfyxf   (1) 

 was proved by Skof (1983) for functions YXf :  , where X  is a normed space and Y  is a Banach space. 
Cholewa (1984) noticed that the theorem of Skof is still true if the relevant domain X  is replaced by an abelian 
group. 

In 1992, Czerwik proved the generalized Hyers-Ulam stability of the quadratic functional equation (1). 
Recently Jung (2000), Jung and Sahoo (2001) investigated the Hyers-Ulam-Rassias stability of the functional 
equation of Pexider type  

 ).()(=)()( 4321 yfxfyxfyxf   (2) 
They have many applications in Information Theory, Physics, Economic Theory and Social and Behavior 

Sciences. 
Let X  and Y  be real vector spaces. If an additive function XX :  satisfies 

)()(=)( yxyx    and xx =))((  for all Xyx , , then   is called an involution of X  see [?, ?]. 
For a given involution XX : , the functional equation  

 Xyxyfxfyxfyxf  , ),(2)(2=))(()(   (3) 
is called the quadratic functional equation with involution. A function YXf :  is a solution of (3) if and only if 
there exists an additive function YXA :  and a biadditive symmetric function YXXB :  such that  

             yxByxBxAxA ,=, ,=    
 and  

   )(,=)( xAyxBxf   
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 for all Xx . 
Indeed, if we set xx =)(  in (3), where XXI :  denotes the identity function, then (3) reduces to 

the additive functional equation  
 ., ),()(=)( Xyxyfxfyxf   (4) 

On the other hand, if xx =)(  in (3), then (3) is transformed into the quadratic functional equation  
 ., ),(2)(2=)()( Xyxyfxfyxfyxf   (5) 

Recently, Bouikhalene et al (2007). have proved the Hyers-Ulam-Rassias stability of the quadratic functional 
equation with involution (2). 

The theory of random normed spaces is important as a generalization of deterministic result of linear 
normed spaces and the study of random operator equations. The random normed spaces may also provide us the 
appropriate tools to study the geometry of nuclear physics and have important application in quantum particle 
physics. The generalized Hyers-Ulam stability of different functional equations in random normed spaces, random 
normed spaces and fuzzy normed spaces have been recently studied in Alsina (1987), Mirmostafaee, Mirzavaziri 
and Moslehian (2008), Mihet and Radu (2008), Mihet, Saadati and Vaezpour (2009), Baktash et al. (2008) and 
Saadati et al. (2009). 

In the present paper, we will apply the fixed point method to prove the Hyers-Ulam-Rassias stability of the 
functional equation (3) in Pexider type  

 ),(2)(2=))(()( ykxhyxgyxf    (6) 
in the setting of non-Archimedean normed spaces. 
 

2  Non-Archimedean random normed space 
 
In the sequel, we adopt the usual terminology, notations, and conventions of the theory of non-

Archimedean random normed spaces (non-Archimedean RN-spaces) as in [16, 25, 26]. 
Throughout this paper,   is the space of all probability distribution functions, i.e., the space of all 

mappings 
 0,1][},{: RF  

such that F  is left-continuous and non-decreasing on R , 0=(0)F , and 1=)(F . D  is a subset 

of   consisting of all functions F  for which 1=)(Fl , where )(xfl   denotes the left limit of the 
function f  at the point x , i.e., 

 ).(lim=)( xfxfl
xt 

  

The space   is partially ordered by the usual point-wise ordering of functions, i.e., GF   if and only if 
)()( xGxF   for all x  in R . The maximal element for   in this order is the distribution function 0  given by 

 


 

0>if1,
0if0,

=0 x
x

  

A triangular norm ( t -norm) is a binary operation 0,1],[0,1][[0,1]: T  which is commutative, associative, 

and monotone, and has 1 as the unit element. Basic examples are the Lukasiewicz t -norm LT , 

 0,1],[,1,0)(max=),(  bababaTL  

and the t -norms PT , MT , and DT , 

 ,:=),( babaTp   

 ),(min:=),( babaTM , 

 




otherwise.0,
1,=),(max),,(min

:=),(
baba

baTD  
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A t -norm T  can be extended by associativity in a unique way to an n -ary operation for n
nxx 0,1](),...,( 1  . The 

value T ),...,( 1 nxx  is defined by 

 ).,...,(=),(=1,= 1
1

1=1=
0

1= nni
n

ii
n

iii xxTxxTTxTxT   

T  can also be extended to a countable operation for any sequence Nnnx )(  in [0,1]. Moreover 

 .lim= 1=1= i
n

inii xTxT


  

Lemma 2.1 [ 25]For LTT  , the following implication holds:  

   .<11=lim
1=

1= 






 n
n

inin
xxT  

By a non-Archimedean field, we mean a field K  equipped with a function (valuation) .  from K  into 

)[0,  such that 0|=| r  if and only if 0=r , ||||=|| srrs , and |)||,(||| srmaxsr   for all Ksr , . 

Clearly, 1|=1|=|1|   and 1|| n  for all Nn . The function .  is called the trivial valuation if 1|=| r , 

Kr , 0r , and 0|=0| . Let X  be a vector space over a field K  with a non-Archimedean non-trivial 

valuation . . A function )0,:. X  is called a non-Archimedean norm if it satisfies the following conditions: 
 
    • 0=x  if and only if 0=x , 
 
    • For any Kr  and Xx , ,= xrrx  
 
    • The strong triangle inequality (ultrametric) 
 ),(),(max Xyxyxyx   

is satisfied.  
Then, ).,(X  is called a non-Archimedean normed space due to the fact that 

 ),(1):(max 1 Xyxnjmxxxx jjmn    

 
in which mn > , the sequence }{ nx  is Cauchy if and only if }{ 1 nn xx   converges to zero in anon-

Archimedean normed space. In a complete non-Archimedean normed space, every Cauchy sequence is convergent. 
 
Definition 2.2 A non-Archimedean RN-space is a triple ),,( TX  , where X  is a linear space over a 

non-Archimedean field K , T  is a continuous t -norm, and   is a mapping from X  into D  such that the 
following conditions hold: 

    NA-RN1: )(=)( 0 ttx   for all 0>t  if and only if 0=x , 

    NA-RN2: )/(=)(  tt xx  for all ,Xx  0>t  and 0 , 

    NA-RN3: ))(),(()),(max( stTst yxyx   , for all Xyx ,  and 0, st .  
It is easy to see that if (NA-RN3) holds, then 
   RN3: ))(),(()( stTst yxyx   , for all Xyx ,  and 0>t . 

Example 2.3 As a classical example, if ).,(X  is a non-Archimedean normed linear space, then the triple 

),,( MTNX  is a non-Archimedean RN-space, where 
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.>0,
,0,

=)(
xt
xt

tx  

Example 2.4 Let  ,X  be a non-Archimedean normed linear space. Define 

 ,=)(
xt

ttx 
  

for all Xx  and 0>t . Then, ),,( MTX   is a non-Archimedean RN-space.  

Definition 2.5 Let ),,( TX   be a non-Archimedean RN-space and }{ nx  be a sequence in X . Then, 

}{ nx  is said to be convergent if there exists Xx  such that 

 1=)(lim txnxn 
  

for all 0>t , where x  is the limit of the sequence }{ nx .  

    • A sequence }{ nx  in X  is called Cauchy if for each 0>  and 0>t , there exists 0n  such that for 

all 0nn   and all 0>p , we have 

 .1>)(  
t

nxpnx  

  
Theorem 2.6 ([16] ) Let ),,( MTNX  ibe a non-Archimedean RN-space. Then, 

 1).0,1,2,...,=:)((min)(
1




pjtt
jnxjnxnxpnx   

Therefore, the sequence }{ nx  is Cauchy if for each 0>  and 0>t , there exists 0n  such that for all 

0nn  , we have 

 .1>)(
1

 
t

nxnx  

  
If each Cauchy sequence is convergent, then the random norm is said to be complete, and the non-

Archimedean RN-space is called a non-Archimedean random Banach space. 
Here we recall an extensive theory of fixed point theorems and other nonlinear methods, the reader is 

referred to the book of Hyers et al (1997). 
 
Theorem 2.7 Let ),( dX  be a generalized complete metric space. Assume that XXJ :  is a strictly 

contractive operator with the Lipschitz constant 1<<0 L . If there exists a nonnegative integer k  such that 
   <,1 xJxJd kk  for some Xx , then the followings are true: 

    • The sequence }{ xJ n  converges to a fixed point x  of J , 

    • x  is the unique fixed point of J  in 
 }.<),(:{=  xxJdXyX k  

    • If  Xy , then  

  .,
1

1),( yJyd
L

xyd


  

  
3  Random Hyers-Ulam stability in even cases 
In this section, we investigate the stability of the Pexider quadratic functional equation with involution 
 )(2)(2=))(()( ykxhyxgyxf    (7) 

where ,f  ,g  ,h  k  even mappings from X  to Y , and 0,=(0)=(0)=(0)=(0) khgf  by using the fixed 
point approach. 
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Next, we define a random approximately additive quadratic mapping. Let   be a distribution function on 
)0,[  XX  such that ,,,( zyx . )  is nondecreasing, and 

 ),,(),,(
c
tyxtcycx   

where Xx  and 0c . 
 
Definition 3.1  Mappings YXkhgf :,,,  is said to be  -approximately  pexider quadratic 

functional equation with involution if  
 ),,,()()(2)(2))(()( tyxtykxhyxgyxf    (8) 

where Xyx , , 0,>t  XX :  is an involution of X  and 0=(0)=(0)=(0)=(0) khgf .  

Theorem 3.2  Let K  be a non-Archimedean field, X  be a vector space over K , and ),,( MTY   be a 
non-Archimedean random Banach space over K . Let YXkhgf :,,,  be even  -approximately Pexider 
quadratic functional equation with involution. If  for some R , 4<<0  , such that  

),,,(),,2(2

tyxtyx   

).,,()),(),((


 tyxtyyxx                   (9) 

in which Xx  and 0>t , then there exists a unique quadratic mapping YXQ :  such that 

 )},
4

4,,(),,0,2({)()()( txxMtxMTt '
MxQxf

 
  

 )},,2,(),,2,(),
4

4,,(),,0,2({)()()( txxtxxtxxMtxMTt '
MxQxg 




  

 ),
4

4()( ),()()( tMt '
xxxQxh

 


  

 )},
4

4,,(),,0,2(),,2(0,{)()()( txxMtdtdTt '
MxQxk

 
  (10) 

for all Xyx ,  and 0>t  in which 
 

)},,
2

)(,
2

)((),,
2

)(,
2

)((),,0,(),,(0,),,,({=),,( tyxyxtyxyxtytytyxTtyxM M
 









 
 )}.),0,2((),,0,2(),,,({=),,( tyxMtyxMtyxMTtyxM M

'   
Moreover, 

   ))].(2(212)(2[
2
1lim=)( 11
2 xxhxhxQ nnnn

nn



  

 
 Proof. Letting 0=y  in (8), , we obtain  

 ).,0,()()(2)()( txtxhxgxf   (11) 

Similarly, for every Xy , we can put 0=x  in (8) to obtain  

 ).,(0,)()(2))(()( tytykygyf    (12) 

Since XX :  is an involution, we replace y  by )(xx   in (12), then  
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 ).),((0,)()(2)()( txxtdkdgdf    (13) 
Also, we can replace y  by x  and replace y  by x  in (8) to get  

 ),,,()()(2)(2))(()(2 txxtxkxhxxgxf    (14) 

 ).,,()()(2)(2))(( txxtxkxhxxg   (15) 

Since XX :  is an involution, we replace x  by )(xx   in (14), then  

   ).),(),(()())((2))((2))((2 txxxxtxxkxxhxxf     (16) 

Also, replace x  by )(xx   in (15) 

     ).,)(),(()())((2))((2))((2 txxxxtxxkxxhxxg     (17) 
In view of (11) and (13), we see that 

   )}.),0,((),),((0,{)())(())((2 txxtxxTt Mxxkxxh     (18) 
It follows from (16) and (17) that  

       )}.,)(),((),),(),(({)())((2))((2 txxxxtxxxxTt Mxxgxxf     (19) 
By using (8), (18) and (19), we have  

 )()(2)(2))(()( tyhxhyxfyxf    

  ),(),({ )()(2)(2)(2))(()( ttT yhykykxhyxgyxfM     

 )}())(())(( tyxgyxf    

             ),,
2

)(,
2

)((),,0,(),,(0,),,,({ tyxyxtytytyxTM
 

  

)},
2

)(,
2

)(( tyxyx  



  

).,,(=: tyxM  
Therefore  

 ).,,()()(2)(2))(()( tyxMtyhxhyxfyxf    (20) 

By putting 0=y  in (20), we get  

   )(=)
2

( )()(2)()( tt
xhxfxhxf    (21) 

 ).,0,( txM  (22) 
Hence, (20) and (21) imply  

 )()(2)(2))(()( tyhxhyxhyxh    

),(),({ )()()(2)(2))(()( ttT yxhyxfyhxhyxfyxfM     

)}())(())(( tyxhyxf    

)}),0,2((),,0,2(),,,({ tyxMtyxMtyxMTM   

                     ).,,(=: tyxM '  
Therefore  

 ).,,()()(2)(2))(()( tyxMt '
yhxhyxhyxh    (23) 

Now we define X  to be the set of all functions YXf :  and introduce a generalized metric on X  as follows  

    .0> , ),,,()(:)0,inf=, )()( tXxtxxMthgd '
xhxg'M

    (24) 

Then, it is easy to verify that 'M
d  is a complete generalized metric on X  (see [?]).We define an operator 
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XXJ :  by  

  ,))(()(2
4
1=)( xxLxLxJL   (25) 

for all Xx . 
First, we assert that J  is strictly contractive on X . Given Xhg , , let )0,  be an arbitrary 

constant with   hgd 'M
, , that is,  

 ),,,()()()( txxMt '
xhxg    (26) 

for all Xx . If we replace y  by x  in (23), then we obtain  

 ),,,()()(4))(()(2 txxMt '
xhxxhxh     (27) 

for every Xx . It follows from (26) and (27) that 

 )(=)
4

( ))(()(2))(()(2)()( tt
xxhxhxxgxgxJhxJg     

 )}(),({ ))(())(()(2)(2 ttT xxhxxgxhxgM     

 )}),(),((),,,2(2{ txxxxMtxxMT ''
M    

 )},,(),,,({ txxMtxxMT ''
M  

 ),,,( txxM '  (28) 

for all Xx , that is,  
4

, 
JhJgd 'M

. We hence conclude that  

    hgdJhJgd 'M'M
,

4
, 

  

for any Xhg , . Therefore, J  is strictly contractive because   is a constant with 4.<<0   
Next, we assert that   <, hJhd 'M

. If we put xy =  in (23), we get  

 
 

),,,()(=)
4

(
)())(()(2

4
1)()( txxMtt '

xhxxhxhxhxJh 


 





 (29) 

for all Xx , that is,  

   .<
4

, 
hJhd 'M

 (30) 

By Theorem 2.7, we deduce the existence of a fixed point of J , that is, the existence of a mapping YXQ :  

which is a fixed point of J , such that   0, QhJd n
'M

 as n . By induction, we can easily show that  

     ,))(2(212)(2
2
1=)( 11
2 xxhxhxhJ nnnn

n
n    (31) 

for each Nn . Also, ),( Qhd 'M
  Jhhd

L 'M
,

1
1


  implies the inequality  

 .
4

4=

4
1

1),(
 

Qhd 'M
 (32) 

If n  is a decreasing sequence converging to 
4

4
, then  

 ),,,()()()( txxMt '
nxQxh    (33) 
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which implies that  

 ).,,()()()(
n

'
xQxh

txxMt


   (34) 

Then by left continuous of ),,( txxM ' , we have  

 ).
4

4,,()()()( txxMt '
xTxh

 
  (35) 

Therefore  

   ,))(2(212)(2
2
1lim=)( 11
2 xxhxhxQ nnnn

nn



  (36) 

for all Xx . It follows from (8), (35) and (36) that 
 )(22

)(2)(2))(()( tn
yQxQyxQyxQ    

)))()((12)(1(212)2(2 yxnyxnhnynxnh 







 

  

)))((12))((1(212))(2(2 yxnyxnhnynxnh 




  

 

                )(
))(121(2122)(22))(121(2122)(22

t
ynynhnynhxnxnhnxnh  





 





 

 

),({
)(22)(22))(2(2)2(2

tT
ynhxnhynxnhynxnh 




  

 
)))((12))((1(2)))((12))((1(2 yynxxnhyynxxnh 


  

 )}(
))(121(22))(121(22

t
xnxnhxnxnh  

 

           )})),(()),2(((2),,,2(2{ tyyxxMtxxMT nn'nn'    

                       )},,(),,,({ n
'

n
' txxMtxxMT


  

                       ).,,(= n
' txxM


 

Therefore 

 1,)2,,()(
2

)(2)(2))(()(  n

n
'

yQxQyxQyxQ
txxMt


   (37) 

for all Xyx , , which implies that Q  is a solution of (6). 

Assume that YXQ :0  is an another solution of (8) satisfying (9). We know that 0Q  is a fixed point of 

J . In view of (9) and the definition of 'M
d , we can conclude that (36) is true with 0Q  in place of Q . Due to 

Theorem 2.7 (b), we get 0= QQ . This proves the uniqueness of Q . 
By (21), (35), we obtain  
 )}(),({)( )()()()()()( ttTt xQxhxhxfxQxf     

             )}.
4

4,,(),,0,2({ txxMtxMT ' 
  (38) 

Also by (18), (35), we obtain  
 )}(),({)( )()()()()()( ttTt xQxhxhxkxQxk     

             )},
4

4,,(),,0,2)((),,2)((0,{ txxMtxxtxxT '  
  (39) 
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and by (19), (35), we obtain  
 )}()({)( )()()()()()( ttTt xQxfxgxfxQxg     

 )}.,2,(),,2,(),
4

4,,(),,0,2({ txxtxxtxxMtxMT ' 





                    (40) 

This completes the proof.    
 
In the following, we will investigate some special cases of Theorem 3.2. 
 
Corollary 3.3 Let K  be a non-Archimedean field, X  be a vector space over K , and ),,( MTY   be a 

non-Archimedean random Banach space over K . Let YXkhgf :,,,  be an even  -approximately Pexider 
quadratic functional equation with involution. If for some R , 8<<0  , such that 

 ),
8

,,2(2),,( tyxtyx 
  

 ).),(),((),,( tyyxxtyx    (41) 
 in which Xx  and 0>t , then there exists a unique quadratic mapping YXQ :  such that 

 )},88,,(),,0,2({)()()( txxMtxMTt '
MxQxf 

 
  

 )},,2,(),,2,(),88,,(),,0,2({)()()( txxtxxtxxMtxMTt '
MxQxg 


 

  

 ),88,,()()()( txxMt '
xQxh 

 
  

 )},88,,(),,0,2)((),,2)((0,{)()()( txxMtxxtxxTt '
MxQxk 

 
  (42) 

for all ,Xx  and 0>t  in which 
 

)},,
2

)(,
2

)((),,
2

)(,
2

)((),,0,(),,(0,),,,({=),,( tyxyxtyxyxtytytyxTtyxM M
 









 
 )}.),0,2((),,0,2(),,,({=),,( tyxMtyxMtyxMTtyxM M

'   
Moreover, 

   ))].(2(212)(2[
2
1lim=)( 11
2 xxhxhxQ nnnn

nn



  

  
Proof. It is enough to define an operator XXJ :  by  

 .)
4

)(
4

(
2
1)

2
(4=)( 



 

xxLxLxJL 
 (43) 

The result will be obtained from the similar argument as in the proof of Theorem 3.2.    
 
4  Random Hyers-Ulam stability in odd cases 
In this section, we investigate the stability of the Pexider quadratic functional equation with involution 
 )(2)(2=))(()( ykxhyxgyxf    (7) 

where ,f  ,g  ,h  k  odd mappings from X  to Y , and 0,=(0)=(0)=(0)=(0) khgf  by using the fixed 
point approach. 
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Theorem 4.1 Let K  be a non-Archimedean field, X  be a vector space over K , and ),,( MTY   be a 
non-Archimedean random Banach space over K . Let YXkhgf :,,,  be odd  -approximately Pexider 
quadratic functional equation with involution. If for some R , 2<<0  , such that  

 ),,,(),,2(2

tyxtyx   

 ).,,()),(),((


 tyxtyyxx   (44) 

in which Xyx ,  and 0>t , then there exists a unique quadratic mapping YXQ :  such that 

 )},
8

2,,(),,2(0,2),,0,2(2{)()()( txxMtdtdTt '
MxQxf

 
  

 )},,2(0,2),,0,2(2)},
8

2,,(),,(0,{)()()( tdtdtxxMtyTt '
MxQxg 




  

 ),
2

2,,()()()( txxMt '
xQxh

 
  

 ),
2

2,,()()()( txxMt '
xQxk

 
  (45) 

for all Xx  and 0>t  in which 
 ),,(0,2),,0,(2),,(0,),,0,(),,,({=),,( txtxtyxtyxtyxTtyxM M   
 },),,,(),,(0,2),,0,(2),,,( tyytytytxx   (46) 

 )}.),(,(),,,({=),,( tyxMtyxMTtyxM M
'   

Moreover, 

   ))].(2(212)(2[
2
1lim=)( 11
2 xxhxhxQ nnnn

nn



  

 

 Proof. As Theorem 3.2, if we put 0=y , 0=x  (and replace y  by x ), xy = , and xy =  in (8) 
separately, then we obtain  

 ),,0,()()(2)()( txtxhxgxf   (47) 

 ),,(0,)()(2))(()( tytykygyf    (48) 

 ),,,()()(2)(2))(()(2 txxtxkxhxxgxf    (49) 

 ),,,()()(2)(2))(( txxtxkxhxxg   (50) 

for all Xx , respectively. 
Since XX :  is an involution, we replace y  by )(xx   in (48), then  

 ).),((0,)())((2))(())(( txxtxxkxxgxxf     (51) 

Also, y  by )(xx   in (48), then 

 ).),((0,)())((2))(())(( txxtxxkxxgxxf     (52) 

Also, we replace x  by )(xx   in (49), then  

   ).),(),(()())((2))((2))((2 txxxxtxxkxxhxxf     (53) 

We replace x  by )(xx   in (50), then  

   ).),(),(()())((2))((2))((2 txxxxtxxkxxhxxg     (54) 
Due to (47) and (51), we have  
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 )},),((0,),),0,(({)())((2))((2))((2 txxtxxTt Mxxkxxhxxf     (55) 
and  

 )}.),((0,),),0,(({)())((2))((2))((2 txxtxxTt Mxxkxxhxxg     (56) 
Combining (53) with (55) yields 

           ),
2

,0,)((2{)())((2))((2))((2))((2
txxTt Mxxkxxhxxkxxh     

   )}.),(),((),
2

,)((0,2 txxxxtxx   (57) 

Due to (54) and (56), we have  

         

    ))}.,)(,)((),
2

,)((0,2                                                                    

),
2

,0,)((2{)())((2))((2))((2))((2

txxxxtxx

txxTt Mxxkxxhxxkxxh







 

 (58) 
Now it follows from (57) and (58) that  

         ),
4

,)((0,2),
4

,0,)((2{)())((2))((2
txxtxxTt Mxxhxxh     

                                  )},
2

,)(,)((),
2

,)(,)(( txxxxtxxxx   (59) 

and analogously  

        ),
4

,)((0,2),
4

,0,)((2{)())((2))((2
txxtxxTt Mxxkxxk     

         )}.
2

,)(,)((),
2

,)(,)(( txxxxtxxxx   (60) 

In view of (8), (55), (56), (59) and (60), we have  
 )()(2)(2))(())(()()( tykxhyxkyxhyxkyxh    

 ),(),({ )()()()(2)(2))(()( ttT yxfyxkyxhykxhyxgyxfM     

 )}(),(),( )(2)(2)(2)(2))(())(())(( ttt ykykxhxhyxgyxkyxh     

 ),
2

),((0,),
2

),0,((),
2

,(0,),
2

,0,(),,,({ tyxtyxtyxtyxtyxTM    

 ),
4

,0,(2),
2

,,(),
2

,,(),
4

,(0,2),
4

,0,(2 tytxxtxxtxtx   

 ),,,(=)}
2

,,(),
2

,,(),
4

,(0,2 tyxMtyytyyty   (61) 

for all Xyx , . If we replace y  in (61) by )(y  and then using the fact that kh,  is an odd functions, we get  

 ).),(,()())((2)(2)()())(())(( tyxMtykxhyxkyxhyxkyxh     
From (61) and (62), we get  

 )}.),(,(),,,({)())((2)(2))((2)(2 tyxMtyxMTt Myhxhyxhyxh     (62) 

If we replace y  in (61) by )(y  and then using combining (47) with (52), we get  

 )}.),(,(),,,({)()(2)(2))((2)(2 tyxMtyxMTt Myhxhyxhyxh     (63) 
By (59), (60) and (54), we get  
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 )}),(,(),,,({)()(2)(2))((2)(2 tyxMtyxMTt Myhxhyxhyxh     

 ).,,(= tyxM '  (64) 
Therefore  

 ).,,()()()())(()( tyxMt '
yhxhyxhyxh    (65) 

According to Theorem 3.2, we define X  to be the set of all functions YXf :  and introduce a generalized 
metric on X  as follows.  

    .0>,),,,()(:)0,inf=, )()( tXxtxxMthgd '
xhxg'M

    (66) 

Also, We define an operator XXJ :  by  

  ,))(()(2
2
1=)( xxLxLxJL   (67) 

for all Xx . 
Now, similar to that of the proof of Theorem 3.2, there exists a function YXQ :  which is a fixed 

point of J  such that   0, QhJd n
'M

 as n . By induction, we can easily show that  

     ,))(2(212)(2
2
1=)( 11 xxhxhxhJ nnnn

n
n    (68) 

for each Nn . Since   0, QhJd n
'M

 as n , there exists a sequence }{ n  such that 






2

2
n  as 

n  and   n
n

'M
QhJd ,  for every Nn . Hence, it follows from the definition of 'M

d  that  

 ),
2

2,,()(
)()(

txxMt '
nxQxhnJ

 



 (69) 

for all Xx . Therefore  

   ))(2(212)(2
2
1lim=)( 11 xxhxhxQ nnnn

nn



  (70) 

for all Xx . Similarly to Theorem 3.2, Q  is a solution of (6).    
 
In the following, we will investigate special cases of Theorem 4.1. 
 
Corollary 4.2 Let K  be a non-Archimedean field, X  be a vector space over K , and ),,( MTY   be a 

non-Archimedean random Banach space over K . Let YXkhgf :,,,  be odd  -approximately Pexider 
quadratic functional equation with involution. If for some R , 4<<0  , such that 

 ),
4

,,2(2),,( tyxtyx 
  

 ).,2,()),(),(( tyxtyyxx    (71) 
in which Xyx ,  and 0>t , then there exists a unique quadratic mapping YXQ :  such that  

 )},22,,(),,2(0,2),,0,2(2{)()()( txxMtdtdTt '
MxQxf 

 
  

 )},,(0,),,0,2(2),22,,(),,0,2(2{)()()( tytdtxxMtdTt '
MxQxg 


 

  

 ),22,,()()()( txxMt '
xQxh 
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 ),22,,()()()( txxMt '
xQxk 

 
  (72) 

for all Xx  and 0>t  in which  
 ),,(0,2),,0,(2),,(0,),,0,(),,,({=),,( txtxtyxtyxtyxTtyxM M   
                         )},,,(),,(0,2),,0,(2),,,( tyytytytxx   (73) 

 )}.),(,(),,,({=),,( tyxMtyxMTtyxM M
'   

Moreover, 

 )].
2

)(
2

(1
2
1)

2
([2lim=)( 11 







  nnnn

n

n

xxhxhxQ 
 

 
Proof. It is enough to define an operator XXJ :  by 

 .)
4

)(
4

(
2
1)

2
(2=)( 



 

xxLxLxJL 
 (74) 

The result will be obtained from the similar argument as in the proof of Theorem 4.1.    
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